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Abstract: The provision of precise and dependable information regarding the extent and distribution
of cropland is imperative for the evaluation of food security, agricultural planning, and resource
management. Cropland is an important component of land cover type and is offered in multiple
existing global/regional land cover products. However, global-scale accuracy evaluation may not
be representative of class-specific or local-area accuracy, such as in Northeast China, which is an
important grain-producing region of China and has various types of cultivated land (e.g., wheat,
rice) and diverse terrains. It poses a great challenge in generating precise cropland classification by
automated mapping. Thus, it is indispensable to evaluate the accuracy and reliability of these various
land cover datasets before using them. In this study, we collected thirteen sets of global or national-
scale land cover datasets. Through the visual interpretation of high-resolution images, ground “truth”
samples were collected to evaluate the data accuracy across Northeast China. The overall accuracy
(OA) evaluation results in Phase-2020 show that CLCD has the highest value with 0.914, followed by
GlobeLand30 (0.906), GLC_FCS30 (0.902), and Esri (0.896) for cropland classification in Northeast
China. CGLS-LC100 has the lowest OA (0.710). For the commission and omission errors of six
datasets in Phase-2020, CGLS-LC100 has an obvious overestimation (larger commission error), while
the two national-scale datasets (CLCD and CLUDs) perform relatively better. In terms of spatial
consistency, high spatial agreement among the nine Phase-2015 datasets or in the six Phase-2020
datasets could be discovered in traditional agricultural regions like the Sanjiang–Songnen–Liaohe
Plain, and low agreement is found in the transition areas of mountains (hills) and plains with the
mixed landscape of forest (grassland) and farmland. In the aspect of comparison pairwise data,
CLCD is in good agreement with GLC_FCS30, GlobeLand30, and Esri, while CGLS-LC100 is in the
poorest agreement with any other dataset. The comparison and evaluation results are expected to
provide a reference on which aspects and to what extent these land cover products may be consistent
and guide the cropland data product selection for Northeast China.

Keywords: land cover; Northeast China; cropland classification; accuracy assessment; spatial agree-
ment; regional comparison

1. Introduction

Agricultural land meets global demands such as human food, stock feed, and biofuel.
These demands are growing rapidly due to the increasing population and consumption [1,2].
Therefore, understanding the range, distribution, and dynamics of cropland change is
required for food demands and environmental sustainability, especially for agricultural
planning, cropland monitoring, and food security assessment, among others. An increasing
number of global and regional land use/cover (LULC) datasets [3], including the farmland
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category, have been produced by the researchers and are freely available to the public with
the rapid development of remote sensing and new technologies (i.e., cloud computing, big
data, and machine learning). Coarse resolution images (i.e., pixels of 5 km or 1 km) were
generally used in the early period [4–6]; however, their application at national or regional
levels is limited by the low precision and image quality. Then, the spatial resolution of
the products was enhanced to 500 m or 300 m [7,8]. Nowadays, land cover mapping
using high-resolution images, such as 30 m or 10 m resolution satellite data [9,10], has
received increasing attention from the scientific community. All these datasets offer precious
cropland information for multi-discipline research and applications. However, there are
considerable inconsistencies and uncertainties among these LULC datasets, especially in
areas with complex transition landscapes, since they have been generated using different
satellites/sensors, classification features, classifiers, methods, etc. [11,12]. A few previous
studies have also shown that discrepancies and uncertainties in cropland also arise due
to cropland definitions or different classification schemes [13–15]. Therefore, the accuracy
assessment and comparative studies of these LULC datasets are necessary for relevant
application research before using them [16,17].

In the existing studies, many researchers have performed accuracy evaluations for var-
ious LULC datasets. For example, multiple prior studies have compared and evaluated the
spatial (in)consistency of global land cover products from various perspectives, e.g., at the
same spatial resolution (i.e., 1 km or 30 m) [18–21], for certain types of satellite sensors [22],
on a global scale [20,21,23], local regions (like China or one basin) [24–28], or the global
and continental scales by elevation and climate partitions [29]. Others have compared and
summarized an uncertainty analysis of global land cover datasets using an error budget
approach [14]. In addition, a few researchers compared a certain element or land cover
theme (such as grassland, wetland, etc.) in some land cover datasets to investigate their
comparative advantages [30–32]. The prior evaluation work provides important references
for choosing land cover products and understanding the spatial characteristics of LULC on
global and national scales. However, findings from the global/national evaluations of the
product’s accuracy for all LULC elements (classes) may not be replaceable for local-area or
class-specific accuracy. For example, a total of 159,874 validation samples were selected by
the producers for the assessment of GlobeLand30-2010. The product’s overall accuracy was
estimated to be 80.3% [9]. Regional or country-wide accuracy evaluations of GlobeLand30
have also been evaluated by many researchers and reported different assessment results.
For instance, a number of 1467 sample points were used by Meng et al. [33] to verify the
performance of GlobeLand30-2010 in Shaanxi Province, which indicates an overall accuracy
of 80.0%. The overall accuracy of GlobeLand30-2010 performed by Ma et al. is 81.5% for the
study area in Henan province [34]. Another assessment based on 8400 verification sample
pixels by Wang et al. [35] indicates that the overall accuracy of GlobeLand30-2010 data in
China is 84.2%. Regional accuracy evaluations of GlobeLand30 were also being carried out
in other countries, and their evaluation results were also different. Overall accuracies were
evaluated by Kussul et al. [36] at about 89.7% for Ukraine, while assessments in Iran by
Jokar Arsanjani et al. [37] and in Thessaly by Manakos et al. [38] indicated overall accuracies
of 77.9% and 86.0%, respectively. A summary of the comparison of the regionally achieved
accuracies from different land cover datasets vs. the claimed global accuracies typically
reported by global land cover datasets can be found in Supplementary Table S1.

Northeast China is an important production base for grain and other agricultural
products and is one of the three main grain-producing regions in China, which provides the
highest grain food production and the highest grain commodity rate to the country. Thus,
it plays a critical supporting role in ensuring national food security. Moreover, in North-
east China, the different types of croplands and the diversity of terrains and landscapes
have led to an obvious transitional zone of cropland distribution. Under these complex
conditions, the remote sensing extraction of cropland is very challenging. At present,
cropland information can be obtained from various remote sensing data. However, due
to the different purposes, study areas, evaluation methods, and other reasons, the results
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on the accuracy of the evaluation of global/national land cover datasets are inconsistent
and incongruous. Thus, it is essential to investigate the accuracy of different land cover
datasets over Northeast China to better depict its cropland distribution.

The purpose of this study is to examine and contrast the farmland category of distinct
land cover datasets with varying resolutions and satellite data sources over Northeast
China. The evaluation proceeds from the following three aspects: (1) Approximately 2000
“ground-truth” samples for each epoch (the years around 2000, 2010, 2015, and 2020) were
manually interpreted across Northeast China to verify the dataset accuracies. (2) The
spatial agreement among these datasets was compared and analyzed at different scales,
including provincial, longitudinal, and latitudinal dimensions. (3) The possible causes
for the uncertainties and discrepancies in the accuracies among these evaluated datasets
were eventually discussed. Motivated by these targets, this paper conducts a relatively
comprehensive comparison analysis and accuracy evaluation of various datasets collected
across Northeast China, which is hoped to further understand the accuracies and abilities
of these datasets to represent the cropland area in Northeast China, provide an important
reference for data users, and improve the cropland mapping and advanced applications in
the future.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

Northeast China is a major agricultural region (115◦52′–135◦09′E, 38◦72′–53◦55′N),
including the provinces Heilongjiang, Jilin, and Liaoning, and several prefecture-level cities
in the east of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region (Hulunbuir, Xing’an League, Tongliao,
and Chifeng). With an altitude ranging from 0 to 2665 m, Northeast China has various
types of landforms, including the mountains of the Greater Khingan Mountains, the lesser
Khingan Mountains, and the Changbai Mountains; the eastern Liaoning and the western
Liaoning; Horqin Sandy Land; the Sanjiang–Songnen–Liaohe Plains; the Songhua River
and the Nenjiang River; wetlands of various sizes; and transition zones of these mega-
landforms, which leads to their complicated natural landscape conditions. Figure 1 shows
its geographic location and topographic distribution.
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Figure 1. Geographical location and topography map of Northeast China.

From east to west, the territory is divided into temperate, warm temperate, and
cold temperate zones, with monsoon and continental climate types. The elevation over
the study area increases significantly from the hinterland to the outer, and the terrain
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changes are mainly shaped by the surrounding mountains and drainage network. All these
factors contribute to the complex and diversified landforms of the region. Cropland is
concentrated in the Sanjiang–Songnen–Liaohe Plain and is mosaic with forest, grassland,
wetland, and other land cover types. Therefore, Northeast China is a typical representative
of the cropland classification evaluation.

2.2. Datasets
2.2.1. Global/Regional Land Cover Datasets

Global/regional land cover datasets are important information sources for understand-
ing the complex interactions between human activities and global change. In this study, we
focus on comparing and assessing the cropland classification performance of land cover
data products on a global scale. Additionally, in order to confirm whether the classification
with more input samples of land cover types at local scales can enhance the data accuracy,
we added two other national-scale datasets in China. This study totally collected eleven
global-scale datasets, among which the GLC2000, FAO-GLCshare-2014, FROM-GLC-2017,
and Esri-2020 products only contain one-year data layers; the GLASS-GLC, GLCNMO,
CCI-LC, GlobCover, CGLS-LC100, GlobeLand30, and GLC_FCS30 contain multi-year data
layers. The two national-scale data products are CLUDs and CLCD. CLUDs has a 5-year
interval from 1990 to 2020, while CLCD has annual data layers from 1990 to 2019. The
investigated land cover datasets are briefly described below. In addition, we have sorted
out and summarized the satellites used in data production, the spatial resolution, and the
classification techniques and algorithms used for land cover types. Key information about
the thirteen datasets is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The summary of the main information of all collected datasets in this study. They are sorted
in order of spatial resolution, from lowest to highest.

Datasets Satellites or Sensor Time Spatial
Resolution Classification Technique Classification

Scheme

GLASS-GLC AVHRR GLASS CDR 1982–2015 5 km Random forest and LandTrendr 7 classes

GLC2000 SPOT VGT 2000 1 km Generally unsupervised
classification 22 classes

FAO-
GLCshare ---- 2014 1 km Data fusion 11 classes

CLUDs Landsat
1980 1990 1995
2000 2005 2010
2015 2020

1 km Extraction of remote
sensing information 6 classes *

GLCNMO Terra MODIS 2003 1 km Supervised classification 20 classes
Terra and Aqua
MODIS 2008 2013 500 m Supervised classification 20 classes

CCI-LC ENVISAT MERIS
SPOT VGT 1992–2015 300 m

Unsupervised spatio-temporal
clustering and Machine
learning classification

22 classes

GlobCover MERIS 2005 2009 300 m Generally unsupervised
classification 22 classes

CGLS-LC100 PROBA-V 2015–2019 100 m Supervised classification
and Random forest 23 classes

GlobeLand30 Landsat TM/ETM+
HJ-1 2000 2010 2020 30 m Pixel-Object-Knowledge

classification approach 10 classes

CLCD Landsat 1990–2019 30 m Random forest 9 classes

GLC_FCS30 Landsat
TM/ETM+/OLI 2015 2020 30 m Operational SPECLib-based

approach and Random forest 30 classes

FROM-GLC
Landsat
TM/ETM+/OLI
Sentinel-2

2017 30 m Random forest 10 classes

Esri Sentinel-2 2020 10 m Deep learning model 10 classes

Note: 6 classes * means 6 classes in the first level and 25 classes in the second level.
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(1) The Global Land Cover 2000 (GLC2000) dataset was developed by the European
Commission’s Joint Research Center with a spatial resolution of 1 km. The GLC2000
legend is classified into 22 classes using unsupervised clustering, and its overall
accuracy is 68.6% [39].

(2) FAO-GLCshare (the Global Land Cover-share created by FAO (Food and Agriculture
Organization)), produced by the United Nations’ (UN) FAO in 2014 [40]. It uses the
data fusion method to integrate the available national, regional, and global datasets
with a resolution of 1 km. The product encompasses 11 classes and has an accuracy
of 80%.

(3) The Finer Resolution Observation and Monitoring of Global Land Cover (FROM-GLC)
was produced using the data of the Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) and Enhanced
Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) [10]. These data represent the land cover around 2017
with a spatial resolution of 30 m and encompasses ten land-cover classes.

(4) Another global land cover map, which we named Esri in this paper, is 10 m resolution
imagery derived from ESA Sentinel-2. It was generated using a deep learning model
that used more than 5 billion Sentinel-2 pixels and was sampled from more than
20,000 sites. These sites are found in all major biomes in the world [41,42].

(5) The Global Land Surface Satellite-Global Land Cover (GLASS-GLC) is an annual
dynamic record of global land cover products from 1982 to 2015. It was generated on
the Google Earth Engine (GEE) platform with the latest version of GLASS (the Global
Land Surface Satellite) CDRs (Climate Data Records) [43]. It has a resolution of 5 km
and an average overall accuracy of 82.81%.

(6) The National Mapping Organizations (GLCNMO) Global Land Cover was generated
by the International Steering Committee for Global Mapping. Version I (2003) has a
spatial resolution of 1 km, and version II (2008) and version III (2013) datasets [44,45]
have an improved spatial resolution at 500 m [46].

(7) The Land Cover (LC) project of the Climate Change Initiative (CCI) by the European
Space Agency (ESA) provides a series of annual datasets with 300 m resolution from
1992 to 2015, termed the CCI-LC dataset [47]. The product uses unsupervised spatio-
temporal clustering and machine learning classification methods, with a total of
22 land cover classes.

(8) The GlobCover global land cover map was developed by the ESA in collaboration
with an international network of partners [8,48,49]. This dataset contains 22 classes
defined by the UN LCCS.

(9) The Copernicus Global Land Service Land Cover at the 100 m resolution (CGLS-
LC100)-collection 3 was released by the Copernicus Global Land Service. It was
derived from high-quality land cover training sites based on PROBA-V satellite
observations and multiple auxiliary datasets [50]. This global LULC map contains
23 classes.

(10) The GlobeLand30 was a 30-m global land cover product generated by the National Ge-
omatics Center of China using the Pixel-Object-Knowledge operational method [9,51].
It has an overall classification accuracy of more than 80% worldwide [52]. It comprises
10 land cover classes.

(11) The global 30 m land cover dataset with a fine classification system (GLC_FCS30) in
2015 was produced using a time series image of Landsat and high-quality training data
from the Global Spatial Temporal Spectra Library (GSPECLib) on the GEE platform.
Then the GLC_FCS30-2020 was generated with the prior knowledge of experts and
the multi-source auxiliary datasets. Both of them contain 30 land-cover classes [21].

(12) China’s land-use/cover datasets (CLUDs) were provided by the Resource and En-
vironment Science and Data Center. Its resolution is 1 km, and it documented in
detail China’s land cover in the 1980s, 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005, 2010, 2015, and 2020. It
includes 6 level-1 classes, which are cropland, grassland, forest, built-up area, water,
and barren, and 25 level-2 classes [53,54].
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(13) The annual China Land Cover Dataset (CLCD) was derived from Landsat imagery
on the GEE platform by Yang et al. [55], which contains annual land cover data
layers at 30 m spatial resolution in China from 1990 to 2019. Including 9 land cover
types: cropland, forests, shrubs, grasslands, water, snow/ice, barren, impervious, and
wetlands, its overall accuracy is reported at 79.31%.

According to the time characteristics of the mapping data sources, we classified
all the data into four phases: 2000, 2010, 2015, and 2020. Phase-2000 comprises eight
datasets; Phase-2010 also includes eight datasets; Phase-2015 predominantly consists of
nine datasets; and Phase-2020 comprises six datasets. Table 2 displays the data contained
in these four periods.

Table 2. The datasets included in four phases.

Phase-2000 Phase-2010 Phase-2015 Phase-2020

GLASS-GLC GLASS-GLC GLASS-GLC
GLC2000 FAO-GLCshare-2014
CLUDs CLUDs CLUDs CLUDs
GLCNMO-2003 GLCNMO-2008 GLCNMO-2013
CCI-LC CCI-LC CCI-LC

CGLS-LC100 CGLS-LC100-2019
GlobeLand30 GlobeLand30 GlobeLand30
CLCD CLCD CLCD CLCD-2019

GlobCover-2009 GLC_FCS30 GLC_FCS30
GlobCover-2005 GlobCover-2005 FROM-GLC-2017 Esri

2.2.2. Other Auxiliary Dataset

We also collected the auxiliary data on cropland distribution in Northeast China
reconstructed by Yu et al. [56] as statistical data. This dataset was reconstructed by a multi-
source data fusion method. By coordinating the data accuracy, time, and spatial resolution
of diverse data sources, the continuous annual cropland distribution dataset of China
was reconstructed using the spatialized cropland distribution approach. Four statistical
datasets were used in this process, including the Land and Resources Statistical Yearbook,
the National Land and Resources Bulletin, the Chinese Agriculture Yearbook, and the
national crop production from the Chinese Statistical Yearbook, as well as multiple remote
sensing products, including global cropland data provided by the Global Food Security
Analysis-Support Data, GlobeLand30, the China Land Use and Cover Change, FROM-GLC,
and so on. Overall, Yu et al. [56] assimilated the trend information and spatial pattern of
various satellite datasets to produce a series of cropland percentage maps that are spatially
explicit and span the time period from 1900 to 2016. Through intensive comparisons, the
authors are confident that these data provide reliable sources of cropland maps [56].

2.3. Data Processing Procedures

The flowchart of this study is shown in Figure 2. The following sections describe the
key data processing steps. Three key steps are involved in the accuracy assessment and
product comparison. First, a random sampling approach was employed to obtain validation
sample data. This process resulted in four-phase validation samples (about 2000 samples
for each) in 2000, 2010, 2015, and 2020, respectively. These validation sample points were
put into the Google Earth and World Imagery Wayback platforms, and interpreted by
referring to the high-resolution images. Here, the images of Phase-2000 and Phase-2010
are provided by Google Earth Pro, and the images of Phase-2015 and Phase-2020 are
from September 20th, 2015, and 2020 of the World Imagery Wayback platform. Those
sample points were marked according to the actual situation of the ground (marked 1
represents cropland, 0 represents non-cropland). Second, the function “Extract Multi
Values to Points” was used in ArcGIS to assign the cropland and non-cropland of each
data point to the attributes of the sample point. Third, we constructed the confusion
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matrices of all datasets in the four years; that is, the number of products and interpretive
sample points simultaneously identified as cropland/cropland, cropland/non-cropland,
non-cropland/cropland, and non-cropland/non-cropland were counted (the confusion
matrix is shown in Supplementary Data). The accuracy evaluation indexes were calculated
according to the formula, and a comparison chart of the accuracy evaluation indexes of
each data point was drawn.
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For the spatial agreement comparison, in order to facilitate the comparison of these
different land cover products (different coordinate systems and resolution), we first pro-
cessed the global/national land cover datasets for the study area by using the boundary of
Northeast China. Secondly, we carried out reprojection, resampling, and reclassification
processing successively in ArcGIS. The datasets were projected using the Albers Equal-
Area projection. Using the nearest neighbor method, all data were resampled to 30 m.
We combined all cropland subclasses of each dataset into one class to integrate cropland
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information. Here, the mosaic cropland (>50%) with other elements in some data (e.g.,
GLCNMO, CCI-LC, and GlobCover) are classified into cropland, and the classification of
cropland subcategories is shown in Supplementary Table S5. After this processing, the
datasets were only reclassified into cropland and non-cropland. Finally, the “Raster Calcu-
lator” was used to obtain the agreement levels of consistency and discrepancy of cropland
in the same spatial position of different land cover datasets, and the area proportion of
different agreement levels was calculated. In addition to the evaluation of data accuracy
in the statistical metrics and spatial agreement, we also grouped the data products by
their spatial resolutions, production periods, data sensor sources, and similar classification
algorithms (Figure 2). It is targeted to explore the influencing factors that may affect the
accuracy of various datasets in cropland mapping.

In the comparison of cropland area in Section 3.4, we used pixel counting to calculate
the cropland area of Northeast China under the projection of Albers, which is the pixel
number of all cropland areas multiplied by the single pixel area.

2.4. Methodology
2.4.1. Accuracy Assessment Metrics

First, the accuracy assessment is performed by the error matrix or confusion, which is
a crosstab of various land cover products and the ground truth sample point. It directly
reflects the overall accuracy of the mapping [57–59]. Using the confusion matrix, four clas-
sical evaluation parameters are calculated, which are the user’s accuracy (UA) (commission
error), producer’s accuracy (PA) (omission error), overall accuracy (OA), and the Matthews
correlation coefficient (MCC), respectively. The UA, PA, and OA, respectively, refer to the
percentages of the products classified correctly, the validation points classified correctly,
and the correctly classified number. The Matthews correlation coefficient generates reli-
able results independently of the ratios of positive and negative elements in the binary
classification predictions [60].

The four evaluation metrics are the most commonly used methods in the accuracy
assessment of land cover datasets [11,61–63]. They are defined as follows:

User′s accuracy =
Xii

Xi+
× 100% (1)

Producer′s accuracy =
Xii

X+i
× 100% (2)

Overall accuracy =
∑2

i Xii

N2 × 100% (3)

MCC =
TP× TN − FP× FN√

(TP + FP)(TP + FN)(TN + FP)(TN + FN)
(4)

where Xii is the amount of class i pixels that were correctly classified; in this study, it refers
to the amount of cropland and non-cropland that are correctly classified. N refers to the
total number of the examined pixels; Xi+ represents the number of class i pixels in the
classification result, which is the total number of pixels of cropland in various land cover
datasets; and X+i, on behalf of the class i pixel number for the reference data, is the total
pixel number of cropland in the validation sample. TP (true positive) indicates the reference
positive is correctly classified as positive; TN (true negative) indicates the reference negative
is correctly classified as negative; FP (false positive) represents the reference negative is
wrongly classified as positive; and FN (false negative) represents the reference positive is
wrongly classified as negative.
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2.4.2. Inter-Comparison Method

The comparative assessments of various land cover datasets include the location and
quantity of each class [64]. In this study, 13 sets of LULC datasets were compared and
analyzed in Northeast China from the two aspects of spatial location and cropland quantity.
The comparison of locations is usually a matter of spatial (dis)agreement, pixel by pixel.
The purpose of spatial agreement analysis is to explore the characteristics of the spatial
distribution of cropland in various datasets. Spatial agreements include visual comparison
and pixel-by-pixel comparison. Visual comparison can show the spatial variation of the
datasets among regions subjectively. Per-pixel comparison is to calculate the proportion of
pixels with the same attributes in the total pixels of various datasets in the same spatial
location. The comparison of quantity mainly refers to the area comparison of cropland. We
calculate the cropland area of Northeast China before projection and resampling.

2.4.3. Pairwise Data and Prefecture-Level City Cropland Area Validation

Correlation analysis can verify the relationship between the pairwise data and the
ability to represent the prefecture-level cropland area. The following Formulas (5)–(7) are
used for correlation analysis to detect the goodness of fit between datasets:

∆xi = xi − yi (5)

RMSE =

√
∑n

i−1 ∆x2
i

n
(6)

r2 =

(
∑n

i−1 (xi − x)(yi − y)
)2

∑n
i−1(xi − x)2∑n

i−1 (y i − y)2 (7)

where ∆xi is the difference between the cropland area (xi) of a data point and another data
point (yi), and n is the total number of regions of aggregation. x and y are the average
cropland areas.

3. Results
3.1. Accuracy Evaluation of the Thirteen Datasets in the Four Phases

Figure 3 shows the distribution of sample points across Northeast China for four years.
The distribution of ground-truth points in four periods is roughly similar in Figure 3, and
the majority of cropland is distributed in the Sanjiang–Songnen–Liaohe Plain, with the
main types of non-cropland being mountains, hills, lakes and rivers, grasslands, sandy,
and bare land, such as the Greater Khingan Mountains, the Changbai Mountains, and
so on. Scattered cropland distribution is found in the transition areas of plains and hills,
beside lakes and rivers, or in areas such as grassland or bare land. The difference between
cropland and non-cropland in the four phases was mainly concentrated in these areas.

Based on the ground truth validation samples, we constructed the confusion matrices
of all datasets in four phases and obtained the spatial accuracy measures (i.e., producer’s
accuracy, user’s accuracy, overall accuracy, and the Matthews correlation coefficient), which
were computed from the confusion matrices (Figure 4). In Phase-2020, the average overall
accuracy of six datasets is the highest at 0.86, followed by Phase-2000, Phase-2010, and
Phase-2015, all around 0.83. CLUDs and CLCD data are available in all four phases, while
GLASS and CCI-LC data are available in three phases: 2000, 2010, and 2015. The following
is a comparison of the data evaluation metrics by phase.

The overall accuracies of the eight datasets in Phase-2000 all exceed 0.73. GlobeLand30
has the highest OA of 0.90, followed by CLCD (0.89) and CCI-LC (0.87). From the per-
spective of PA, ClobCover-2005 ranks the lowest with an accuracy of 0.57, followed by
GLC2000 (0.66). As for UA, ClobCover-2005 also has the lowest value of 0.62, followed by
GLCNMO-2003 (0.63). Overall, GlobeLand30 has a balanced performance, with higher OA,
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UA, and PA in 2000, followed by CLCD, and their MCC are all over 0.75. In Phase-2010,
GlobCover-2005 has the lowest UA, PA, and OA, followed by GlobCover-2009. CLCD
has the highest UA, PA, and OA, followed by ClobeLand30. Other datasets have medium
accuracy. The overall accuracies in the nine datasets of Phase-2015 are over 0.76; CLCD
has the highest OA value of 0.90, followed by CCI-LC (0.87) and GLC_FCS30 (0.85). From
the perspective of PA, GLASS ranks the lowest with 0.68. As for UA, GLCNMO-2013
has the lowest value of 0.63, followed by CGLS-LC100 (0.64) and FAO-GLCshare (0.68).
In general, CLCD has the highest OA, UA, and PA in Phase-2015; its MCC is over 0.77.
Following it, CCI-LC and GLC_FCS30 also have good performances, with MCC greater
than 0.70. The overall accuracies in the six datasets of Phase-2020 are more than 0.70; the
OA of CLCD is 0.914, followed by GlobeLand30 (0.906), GLC_FCS30 (0.902), and Esri
(0.896). In terms of PA, CLUDs ranks the lowest with 0.69. This corresponds to a higher
omission error, indicating that the estimation of cropland area across Northeast China
is low (Figures 5 and 6). As for UA, CGLS-LC100 has the lowest value of 0.57, and it is
clear to observe that the cropland area in CGLS-LC100 data is overestimated compared to
other data (Figures 5 and 6). CLCD has the best performance in Phase-2020, followed by
GlobeLand30, and all of their MCC are greater than 0.79. (Figures 4–6). Following them are
GLC_FCS30 and Esri, both of which have MCCs greater than 0.77. For detailed numerical
information, please see Supplementary Table S2.
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Figure 6. The commission and omission error distribution of six data points in 2020. The disagree-
ments relate to the distribution of verified points and the corresponding position in each dataset.
In Figures 5 and 6, the ginger-pink dots represent that true pixels of non-cropland are classified
as cropland (representing a commission error). The spruce-green dots indicate that true pixels of
cropland are classified as non-cropland (representing an omission error).

In summary, CLCD has the highest accuracy in four phases, followed by GlobeLand30,
GLC_FCS30, and Esri. The low PAs values of GlobCover, GLC2000, CLUDs, GLASS, and
GLCNMO reflect a low estimation of the area in different regions of Northeast China. The
UAs of CGLS-LC100, GlobCover, GLCNMO, and FAO-GLCshare are all relatively low, all
of which have different degrees of commission errors of cropland in different regions of the
Northeast, and the cropland area is relatively overestimated compared to other datasets.

3.2. Commission and Omission Error Analysis on Cropland in Northeast China

Phase-2015 and Phase-2020 contain higher precisions and more products, covering
almost all data products except for GLC2000 and GlobCover; thus, we chose the two phases
to further analyze the omission and commission errors of these datasets. Based on ground
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verification points, the omission and commission error distribution of datasets in 2015
and 2020 across Northeast China is illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. The ginger-pink points
indicate the higher commission errors, and the spruce-green points represent the higher
omission issues.

Many ginger-pink points exist in CGLS-LC100 in Figures 5 and 6, indicating serious
commission issues and illustrating the overestimation of cropland area in both meridional
and zonal dimensions (Figures 8 and 9). Followed by GLCNMO and FAO-GLCshare, they
are suffering from commission issues in different regions. GLCNMO-2013 has serious
commission errors in western Inner Mongolia, especially in the western part of Hulunbuir
City, where the overestimation is more serious, followed by Heihe City in Heilongjiang
Province. Chifeng City in Inner Mongolia has a lower omission phenomenon. FAO-
GLCshare has high misclassification in the north of Heihe City in Heilongjiang, the central
part of Hulunbuir City, as well as the junction of mountains and plains (the Greater Khingan
Mountains, the Changbai Mountains, etc.), while it has low leakage in the Greater Khingan
Mountains. GLASS has many spruce-green points, and it has less cropland area than
other datasets. CLUDs have omission issues in the Sanjiang–Songnen–Liaohe Plain and
Chifeng of Inner Mongolia, with many spruce-green points. It is clear that CGLS-LC100
and GLCNMO-2013 have lower omission errors with fewer spruce-green points, but they
suffer from a little more commission issue. CLUDs have higher omission errors with more
spruce-green points (Figures 5 and 6). Furthermore, CLCD has the fewest spruce-green
and ginger-pink points, indicating that it has few omission and commission errors, which
corresponds to the highest accuracy evaluation in Figure 4. The numbers of commission
and omission errors in each product in phases 2015 and 2020 are shown in Supplementary
Table S3.

To better understand the spatial accuracies of these datasets in more detail, we selected
four regions for Phase-2015 (as it contains the most data products) for zoom-in exempli-
fication to better observe the varied accuracies, as shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that
except for GLASS, the other eight datasets could capture the distribution of cropland in the
Sanjiang and Songnen Plains. GLASS not only has low resolution, but also suffers from
omission and commission issues. In the southeast of Hulunbuir city in Inner Mongolia
(Figure 7B), FROM-GLC and GLASS have a large number of missing and fail to detect
the cropland, followed by FAO-GLCshare and CLUDs. CLCD and GLC_FCS30 have a
good description of mountains and farmlands, and CGLS-LC100 has a significantly over-
estimated cropland area. Five datasets perform well in the Liaohe Plain except for FAO,
GLASS, GLCNMO, and CLUDs, which suffer from a commission issue (Figure 7D).

3.3. Spatial Agreement and Discrepancies

The spatial agreement is shown in Figures 8 and 9, which illustrate the spatial similari-
ties and differences of cropland. In terms of the longitudinal cropland distribution curve,
most croplands in all datasets are clustered between 125◦E and 130◦E. In summary, the
region with agreement level nine or six (highest spatial consistency) is mainly distributed in
traditional agricultural regions of Northeast China, such as the Sanjiang–Songnen–Liaohe
Plain, which includes Harbin, Hegang, Jixi, Jiamusi, Qiqihar, and Suihua in Heilongjiang;
Liaoyuan City, Siping City, Song Yuan City, Changchun City in Jilin Province; and Fuxin
City, Jinzhou City, Shenyang City, and Tieling City in Liaoning Province. All of these zones
have homogeneous and clustered croplands and can be easily captured by remote sensing
imagery. The regions of lower spatial consistency (agreement level ≤ 2) are distributed in
mountainous, hilly zones and transition areas between them in the east of Inner Mongolia,
Jilin, and Liaoning, and the north of Heilongjiang.
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Figure 8. Illustration of the spatial agreement level and cropland area curves of meridional and
zonal of nine datasets in 2015. Charts (a,c) are the area curves of the meridional and zonal datasets,
respectively. The overlapping result of datasets is shown in subplot (b), representing the resampled
evaluated data at a resolution of 30 m, and the digital numbers indicate different consistency levels.
The stacked bar chart is the cropland area proportion (%) at the agreement levels.
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The overlapping results of nine datasets in Phase-2015 are shown in Figure 8a–c; the
area identified as cropland by the nine datasets accounts for 19.7% of the total cropland
area. From the meridional area curve, we can see that CGLS-LC100 has the highest area
curve between 121◦E and 128◦E, and FAO-GLCshare has the highest area curve between
128◦E and 135◦E compared with other datasets. FROM-2017 at around 121–125◦E, CLUDs
at about 126–129◦E, and GLASS at 130–132◦E are the lowest. From the perspective of zonal
area distribution, FAO-GLCshare, CGLS-LC100, and GLCNMO-2013 have the highest area
curves in the range of about 40◦N to 42◦N, from 42◦N to 48◦N, and from 48◦N to 51◦N.

Figure 9a–c shows the overlapping results of six datasets in Phase-2020. The stacked
bar shows that 28.5% are simultaneously labeled as cropland in the total identified cropland
regions, and 42.2% of the data are identified as cropland at agreement level five or higher.
According to the distribution of meridional cropland area, the area curve of CGLS-LC100
is the highest in all longitudes; this indicates that CGLS-LC100 has a high estimation
value for cropland area. CLUDs rank lowest between 123◦E and 129◦E, revealing low area
estimation within this longitude range. On the zonal distribution curve of the cropland
area, CGLS-LC100 also shows the highest regional distribution among the six curves. Esri
has the lowest area, around 45◦N, corresponding to the omission phenomenon in Songyuan
and Changchun cities of Jilin Province. Supplementary Table S4 of the Supplementary Data
shows the area proportion of different consistency levels.

Because the overall accuracy of six data points in Phase-2020 is higher, we further
explored their agreement relationships with each other. We compared the pairwise data
of six data points, and their scatterplots are shown in Figure 10. CLCD has the highest
agreement with GLC_FCS30 (r2 = 0.96), followed by GlobeLand30 with CLUDs (r2 = 0.89),
and GlobeLand30 and CLCD (r2 = 0.88); all their RMSEs are less than 12 km2. CLUDs
have the lowest agreement with CGLS_LC100, with the lowest r2 of 0.38 and the highest
RMSE of 36.15 km2. CGLS-LC100 is in poor agreement with any data, and we can see that
almost all points are above or below the 1:1 line. This is because the cropland area in the
CGLS-LC100 data is relatively overestimated compared to other data.

3.4. Comparative Analysis by Referring to the Statistical Data

Figure 11 compares the cropland area from collected datasets to statistical data in
Northeast China. CLUDs-1980s slightly underestimate cropland area, whereas CGLS-LC100
and GLCNMO-2013 significantly overestimate cropland area in Northeast China. Com-
pared with the reconstructed cropland data, the cropland area value of CLUDs, GlobCover,
and GlobeLand30 products is relatively closer to the statistics. The areas of GLASS, FAO-
GLCshare, CCI-LC, CLCD, GLC_FCS30, FROM-GLC, and Esri are concentrated around
6 × 105 km2. The three-year areas of GLCNMO-2003, 2008, and 2013 are significantly differ-
ent, and all products in the statistics of cropland area increase with time. On the whole, the
cropland areas based on remote sensing are higher than the statistical data. The differences
may be caused by the inconsistent spatial resolution of remote sensing products and official
statistics. The remote sensing mapping probably tends to induce biases in the mixed pixels,
while the official yearbook statistical data were generated by field surveying, multi-level
estimates, and censuses.

Based on the Phase-2015 datasets, we explored the correlation between the datasets and
the reconstructed data on the cropland area aggregated at the prefecture level (Figure 12).
We found that the r2 of CLUDs is the highest (0.97) and RMSE is the lowest (1.63 km2),
followed by CLCD (0.95, 4.04 km2), and CCI-LC (0.96, 4.10 km2). CGLS-LC100 has the
lowest r2 of 0.53 and the highest RMSE of 15.96 km2. The fitting effect of FROM-GLC-2017
is also better. Compared with other datasets, CLUDs performs best in regional accuracy
(prefecture level). FROM-GLC-2017 and GLASS also have good manifestations, with most
of the “plus” points centralized around the 1:1 line. On the contrary, CGLS-LC100 and
GLCNMO perform poorly, and they suffer from an obvious overestimation of prefecture-
level cropland area.
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Because the overall accuracy of six data points in Phase-2020 is higher, we further 
explored their agreement relationships with each other. We compared the pairwise data 
of six data points, and their scatterplots are shown in Figure 10. CLCD has the highest 
agreement with GLC_FCS30 (r2 = 0.96), followed by GlobeLand30 with CLUDs (r2 = 0.89), 
and GlobeLand30 and CLCD (r2 = 0.88); all their RMSEs are less than 12 km2. CLUDs have 
the lowest agreement with CGLS_LC100, with the lowest r2 of 0.38 and the highest RMSE 
of 36.15 km2. CGLS-LC100 is in poor agreement with any data, and we can see that almost 
all points are above or below the 1:1 line. This is because the cropland area in the CGLS-
LC100 data is relatively overestimated compared to other data. 
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Figure 10. Scatterplots between the CLCD and CGLS-LC100, CLUDs, Esri, GLC_FCS30, and Glo-
beLand30. The axes represent the cropland area aggregation within the grid cell of 8.438 km× 9.537 km
across Northeast China of six datasets, which only includes the comparison of cropland area. The
blue dots represent the cropland area value aggregation within a grid cell. The black dotted line
represents the 1:1 auxiliary line, while the red solid line depicts the data fitting curve. The unit of
RMSE is km2.
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dashed line depicts the data fitting curve. The unit of RMSE is km2.
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3.5. Potential Influencing Factors in Data Accuracy

Multiple factors might have resulted in the differences and uncertainties in the crop-
land range among these datasets. We grouped and compared the overall accuracy of
these datasets mainly from four dimensions, including the data resolution, producing time,
satellite sensors, and classification algorithms. The results are illustrated in Figure 13. It
can be found that the overall accuracy rises with the improvement of resolution and the
development of mapping time in general. For example, the GLASS data at 5 km resolution
has the lowest overall accuracy, and Esri data at 10 m resolution is among the data lists
with the highest overall accuracy. In general, the overall accuracy of the products derived
from Sentinel and Landsat observations is better than the data produced by other satellite
sensors, while the data produced by the PROBA satellite are the worst. In addition, differ-
ent classification strategies and mapping methods adopted by these datasets may lead to
differences in classification accuracy. The average overall accuracy of the data produced by
random forest classification methods, pixel–object–knowledge classification approaches,
and deep learning are all over 0.89, followed by the operational SPECLib-based approach
and random forest models (0.88), unsupervised spatio-temporal clustering and machine
learning (0.87), and extraction of remote sensing information (0.84). The comparison of
GlobeLand30, GLC_FCS30, and CLCD at 30-m resolution in Phase 2020, all derived from
the same Landsat satellite, reveals that the overall accuracy of CLCD data generated by
the Random Forest algorithm surpasses that of Globeland30, achieved by the Pixel-Object-
Knowledge classification approach. Both approaches outperform GLC_FCS30, which is
generated using an operational SPECLib-based approach.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Other Possible Influencing Factors of Dataset Performance

The diverse definitions and classifications of cropland in these evaluated datasets
can also introduce differences in classification performance. For example, in GLC2000,
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CGLS-LC100, and Esri, the croplands are “pure” cropland, including rainfed croplands
and flooded crops such as cereal, corn, wheat, and rice. The croplands in GLASS, Glo-
beLand30, CLCD, GLC_FCS30, and FROM-GLC mainly refer to rainfed/irrigated cropland,
orchards, and temporally bare farmland, etc. However, in GLCNMO, the cropland in-
cludes herbaceous crop(s), the paddy field of graminoid crops and non-graminoid crops,
and the mosaic of cropland and other vegetation. In CCI-LC, the cropland incorporates
rainfed/irrigated cropland, herbaceous vegetation, tree or shrub cover, and the mosaic
of cropland and natural vegetation (Supplementary Table S5). In general, the mixture of
herbaceous or shrubs and cropland and the narrow definition inevitably result in some
overestimations and a little underestimation of cropland area, respectively. As shown in
Figure 14, the cropland definitions of GLC2000, CGLS-LC100, and Esri are “pure” cropland,
and thus their estimation of cropland area should be somewhat underestimated. However,
we found that the cropland area of CGLS-LC100 is very high, while GLC2000 and Esri
are relatively normal. It could be attributed to some other reasons (we suspect it may be
because the cropland in CGLS-LC100 is an independent thematic cropland file rather than
a single land cover layer). In addition to that, the cropland of GLASS, GLC2000, CLUDs,
GlobeLand30, CLCD, and GLCFCS30 contains several different subcategories, while FAO-
GLCshare and CGLS-LC100 are thematic files of cropland, which only consider cropland
and non-cropland. We found that both FAO and CGLS-LC100 have high cropland areas.
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Figure 14. Study case showing the comparison of cropland identification in the southeast of Chagan
Lake with five datasets in Phase-2020. Dark green indicates cropland, and white indicates non-cropland.

Additionally, there are mountains, hills, plains, rivers, wetlands, and transition zones
in Northeast China. This complicated landscape condition is also one of the reasons leading
to the differences and uncertainties among these datasets. It should be stated that, in this
work, our validation samples simply evaluated the Northeast China cropland, and our
conclusions on the accuracy evaluation of these datasets may not be representative of other
land cover classes or other regions’ accuracy assessments. More representative truth points
need to be collected for quantitative implementation in other regions in the future.

4.2. Uncertainties Existing in Our Evaluation Work

One potential source of error in our accuracy assessment is the use of validation
samples from the same phase year to evaluate datasets from different years, particularly
when land cover changes occur in specific regions. In this study, validation samples of four
phase years were generated through the visual interpretation of high-resolution images.
For example, samples collected in the same phase year of 2010 can be used for Phase-2010,
GLCNMO-2008, GlobCover-2009, and GlobCover-2005. Using validation samples from
the same phase year (2010) to evaluate datasets from different years (2008/2009/2005)
may be problematic if land cover changes occur in some regions, reducing the reliability
of commission/omission errors. However, this situation occurred primarily in a few
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datasets, including CLCNMO-2003 and GlobCover-2005 in Phase-2000, CLCNMO-2008,
GlobCover-2005, and GlobCover-2009 in Phase-2010; FAO-GLCshare-2014 and FROM-
GLC-2017 in Phase-2015; and CLCD-2019 in Phase-2020. While the land cover type in some
traditional cropland regions will not change in the short term, some changes will occur
at the intersection of land cover types, such as cropland and grassland, shrubs, or bare
land. The mismatch between the period of these verification samples and the data leads to
commission/omission errors, and the extent of this error cannot be quantifiable, which is a
shortcoming of our research.

Another issue that caused the evaluation uncertainty is the cropland subcategory
mosaic. In terms of the mosaic cropland found in some land cover datasets, the cropland
mosaic, which accounts for more than 50%, is directly divided into cropland in the data
processing section. This issue is mainly related to three products: GLCNMO, CCI-LC,
and GlobCover. We calculated the proportion of mosaic cropland pixels in the whole
cropland pixel. Figure 15 shows the proportion of mosaic cropland and the proportion
of cropland and non-cropland in mosaic cropland of the GlobCover and CCI-LC. Mosaic
cropland accounted for 9.6% in GCLNMO-2003, 4.3% in GCLNMO-2008, and 14.5% in
GCLNMO-2013. In CCI-LC, the proportion of these mosaics was 7.2% in CCI-LC-2000,
7.0% in CCI-LC-2010, and 7.0% in CCI-LC-2015, respectively. However, in GlobCover, this
proportion is relatively large, with 35.5% in GlobCover-2005 and 39.8% in GlobCover-2009.
We looked up the definition of the mosaic class in GlobCover, which is “mosaic cropland
(50–70%)/vegetation (grassland/shrubland/forest) (20–50%)”. Therefore, in 35.5% or 39.8%
of cropland mosaic pixels, the proportion of non-cropland is pretty small (e.g., 8.0–19.9% in
GlobCover-2009). However, there is no doubt that some omissions and commission errors
are also caused by these cropland mosaic pixels.
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4.3. Comparison with the Prior Assessment Work

In the recent study by Zhang et al. [65], a comparative analysis and accuracy assess-
ment of six products with 30 m resolution in China in 2015 was conducted, where GLAD
and GFSAD are thematic cropland data. Four accuracy indexes were used, including the
overall accuracy, commission error, omission error, and Matthews correlation coefficient.
We collected 13 sets of data for our study and conducted a comparative analysis and as-
sessment of the cropland in Northeast China for the four phases around the years 2000,
2010, 2015, and 2020. During the evaluation process, we recognized that the years are not
uniform, the data resolutions are different, and all data are land cover products and not
thematic cropland products. The accuracy evaluation indexes we used include overall
accuracy, producer’s accuracy, user’s accuracy, and the Matthews correlation coefficient.
Through our methodology, we aimed to provide valuable insights into the cropland changes
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in Northeast China and contribute to the scientific community’s understanding of land
use dynamics.

Both studies compare and analyze the spatial consistency of data at regional (China,
Northeast China), provincial, meridional, and zonal scales. However, Zhang et al.’s study
goes into more detail on provincial agreements and differences, not only calculating the
proportion of cropland area at different agreement levels in each province but also the
relative area difference between each data point and the statistics for each province [65].
An important difference between the two papers is that in the Section 4, Zhang et al. found
the relationship between elevation and slope and concluded that the area proportion with
high agreement decreases with an increase in elevation and slope [65]. When the elevation
and slope increase, the data difference is obvious. Our study did not investigate either
aspect, which should be strengthened in the next work.

5. Conclusions

As more and more global or national land cover datasets are published and available,
it is becoming easier to obtain cropland information from these open-access products.
However, the accuracy evaluation results of these datasets on a global/national scale for all
LULC elements (classes) may not be replaceable for local-area or class-specific accuracy.
Northeast China is a major agricultural region of China and has complicated landscapes
and varied terrain. This paper takes Northeast China to evaluate the performance of
our collected thirteen sets of land cover datasets in accuracy, spatial location, and area
of croplands. The similarities and differences are shown in a multi-scale comparison
between datasets.

Accuracy validation based on ground truth samples indicates that, in general, com-
pared with other datasets, CLCD, GlobeLand30, GLC_FCS30, and Esri have the best
performance in cropland classification with overall accuracies of more than 0.89. On the
contrary, the OAs of CGLS-LC100-2019 and GlobCover are lower than 0.75. For commission
and omission errors, CGLS-LC100 has a severe overestimation, while GLASS suffers from a
significant underestimation of cropland area, and the bias situation of CLCD is the least. In
the aspect of spatial consistency and difference, the traditional agricultural regions such
as the Sanjiang–Songnen–Liaohe Plain in Northeast China have the highest spatial con-
sistency. Lower consistency regions are distributed in mountainous, hilly regions and the
transition areas between them. For the scatter plots between pairwise data, the agreement
between CLCD and GLC_FCS30 is the highest (r2 = 0.96), followed by GlobeLand30 with
CLUDs (0.89) and GlobeLand30 with CLCD (0.88); all their RMSEs are less than 12 km2.
CGLS-LC100 is in poor agreement with any data, with r2 lower than 0.56 and RMSE higher
than 30 km2.

In exploring the influence factors of the difference and uncertainties in the cropland
range and location among all datasets, although the purpose of these datasets was to
provide accurate cultivating information, factors such as the definitions of cropland, the
landscape characteristics of Northeast China, a classification scheme, and different satellite
sensors jointly produced different mapping results. It is arbitrary to say that this dataset
is more suitable for this particular application. However, with the increasing demand
for high-precision cropland datasets, users should consider the accuracy of cropland
classes when selecting a dataset. The accuracy evaluations and comprehensive comparison
analysis of this work are expected to provide a meaningful and valuable reference for those
(e.g., cropland surveyors) who use these datasets in Northeast China. In addition, the
detailed evaluation of this work could provide feedback to data generators, facilitate the
improvement of data processing algorithms and classification techniques, and provide
better service with future cropland applications and mapping or cropland data fusion.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/rs15215134/s1. Table S1: The summary of the comparison of the
claimed global accuracies in global land cover datasets vs the regionally achieved accuracies from
different land cover datasets; Table S2: The precision index values of the products in four phases
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derived from confusion matrix; Table S3: Numbers of the commission and omission error in each
product in Phase-2015 and Phase-2020; Table S4: The area proportion of different agreement levels;
Table S5: The Definition and classification of cropland for each data in this article; Table S6: The
following is the confusion matrix of each data in the four periods.
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